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AIADR ANNOUNCEMENT
RENEWAL OF MEMBERSHIP FOR 2022
Please renew your membership for the new 2022 term by
logging in to the website or contact the Secretariat at
aiadr.membership@aiadr.world for payment details.
Suspension of membership rights (e.g. access to facilities,
voting rights, use of post-nominal letters) would automatically
apply after 2 months’ of membership expiry.

UPDATE MEMBERSHIP RECORDS ONLINE
All existing members are urged to register online, update full
particulars and create your public profile on our website.
Log in to our website or write to aiadr.membership@aiadr.world
should you need further assistance.

EXPRESSION OF INTEREST FOR
COLLABORATION OF WEBINARS
Members are welcome to reach out to the Secretariat for assistance or collaboration in organizing webinars on ADR topics of
their choosing. No charges are levied.
Do not miss out on this great opportunity to enhance your resume by delivering a webinar for the benefit of other members
and the ADR fraternity. Email us to thesecretariat@aiadr.world
and register your interest to collaborate.
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AIADR ANNOUNCEMENT
Media Statement on Memorandum of Understanding between
AIADR and Kigali International Arbitration Centre (KIAC)

The Asian Institute of Alternative Dispute Resolution (AIADR) is delighted to inform that it
has signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Kigali International Arbitration Centre (KIAC) on 18th October 2021 to promote the sharing of experiences and professionalism, improve our ADR services, and lay the foundation for ADR expertise.
Under the MoU, AIADR and KIAC are striving to deliver the quality ADR services and as-

sisting in the exploration of new opportunities jointly, as well as strengthening the impact
of both institutions among the legal and trade sectors.
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AIADR ANNOUNCEMENT
Media Statement on Memorandum of Understanding between
AIADR and Council for National and International Commercial
Arbitration (CNICA)

The Asian Institute of Alternative Dispute Resolution (AIADR) is elated to announce that it
has signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Council for National and
International Commercial Arbitration (CNICA) on 18th October 2021, to encourage the
exchange of knowledge and expertise, to strengthen our ADR capabilities, and to lay the
groundwork for ADR competence. The MoU with CNICA represents a platform to promote the development of ADR on a global scale and provides opportunities for our Insti-

tute's project to have a greater impact in India.
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AIADR ANNOUNCEMENT
Media Statement on Memorandum of Understanding between
AIADR and Business Leadership Group – LIDE China (LIDE China)

The Asian Institute of Alternative Dispute Resolution (AIADR) is pleased to announce that
it has signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on 22nd October 2021 with the
Business Leadership Group – LIDE China through a virtual signing ceremony held via
Zoom, with the presence of His Excellency, Dr Liu Chao as Secretary-General of

ICDPASO, Datuk Professor Sundra Rajoo as AIADR President and Mr Everton Gabriel
Monezzi as the LIDE China Chairman. Through this MoU, AIADR and LIDE China will
jointly promote the sharing of experiences, international ADR forum and further improving
the world economy and trade environment while paving their route to ADR excellence.
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AIADR
HIGHLIGHTS

Message from the President
Datuk Professor Sundra Rajoo
We have expanded our
scope and scale of services
into various Asian and
African
jurisdiction
with
collaborative
agreements,
joint programmes, events
and activities. We had
deployed
new
schemes
based on technology. The
new platforms will be launch
soon in 2022.

Dear Members,

I am delighted to present the
15th issue of our ADR
Centurion. As we move past
a worldwide pandemic and
move into the mode of living
with an endemic situation, I
pray that you will all keep well
and healthy.

Despite various challenges,
AIADR is forging ahead with
efforts to create a global
platform for accreditation and
skill
development
in
alternative dispute resolution.
With many memories and
lessons, we are approaching
to the end of 2021. AIADR
wishes
everyone
great
prosperity,
success
and
growth in 2022.
Page 7

My gratitude goes to the
AIADR Secretariat, PDEC,
Office Bearers, collaborating
organizations,
and
our
newest
subscribers
for
pushing AIADR in achieving
its goals. Please keep a
lookout for our updates and
posts on our various social
media platforms including
Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter,
and Instagram handles.

I set out some of our recent
and forthcoming initiatives as
follows:
(1) AIADR hosted a session
in Dubai Arbitration Week
2021 on 16th November
2021. The webinar on
“Blending AI into the

Scene of ADR” was a
huge
success
for
AIADR. Dr. Emmy
Latifah, Professor at
Universitas
Sebelas
Maret, moderated the
webinar. The Panelists
presented
specific
insights and prospects
of new technology
available and being
used in ADR as new
horizons are traversed
to achieve efficacy and
deal with the Covid
pandemic.
(2) AIADR released a sixepisode
YouTube
videos called Settling
Disputes
in
the
Construction Industry:
A Practical Guide to
Mediation. This series
aims
to
promote
Mediation awareness,
particularly
in
the
construction business,
by recognizing the
significant
hurdles
faced by contractors
during the pandemic.
The highlight of the
episode was the role
play episodes by our
Volume 2, Issue 15
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Message from the President
Datuk Professor Sundra Rajoo

experts to
mediation
practice.

show how
works
in

(3) AIADR supported the Law
Forum on Global Central
Legal Services Districts
Construction and Doing
Business
Environment Optimization
, affiliated to the 4th
China International Import
Expo,
organized
by
ICDPASO. I deliver a
speech delving on the
emergence of Malaysia
as a destination of
international commercial
dispute resolution and the
importance
of
the
government support to
attract users.
(4) I am designated as one of
the patrons for the 1st
Asia Pacific Vis Pre Moot
2021 with AIADR as a
supporting organization.
This competition gives an
opportunity to students to
participate
in
the
prestigious International
Vis Moot held in March
Page 8

2022. The underlying
motivation is to promote
arbitration as a means of
resolving disputes in the
Asia Pacific area. As we
have made it a goal of
diversity, dignity, and unity
for all in the area of
arbitration, this is the first
Pre-Moot to adopt the
noble vision of “Arbitration
for All”. I deliver an
introductory speech during
the launch of the initiative
together
with
other
luminaries.
(5) AIADR was one of the
endorsing organisation of
the ‘7th Manipul Ranka
International Moot Court
Competition 2021’ was
held by Manipul University
Jaipur and Ranka Public
Charitable
Trust.
Our
Head
of
Secretariat
participated as judge in
the moot.
(6) I
am
delighted
to
announce that, AIADR is
going to host and attend
various upcoming events

such
as
Jembar
Annual Global Model
United Nations 2021
(JAGOMUN
2021),
two events organized
by Regional Centre for
International
Commercial
Arbitration
LAGOS
and
Universiti
Teknologi
Malaysia
(UTM).
As 2021 comes to a close,
I thank all of you for your
continued
support
to AIADR. We have
steadily strengthened our
base. I know that 2022 will
be even a better year for
all of us.

Keep well and safe.

Datuk Professor Sundra
Rajoo
President, AIADR
president@aiadr.world
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with court-room clapping in the

strictions (like ancient poet-

background.

ry-writing

We all have been wowed by
such catchy phrases of lawyers in television and films.
The

extravagant

melodrama

where

emotional
judges

move to tears, whole courtroom stands-up applauding,
and the counsel receives the
limelight

About the Authors

for

his

moving

speech. Such depictions have
Maroof Rafique

built up the perception that or-

Lawyer by profession, an
International
Arbitration
Counsel, and an Associate at
Chartered
Institute
of
Arbitrators.

atory skills are the paramount
er, in reality, most of the legal
advocacy is equally dependent
From court communication to
client satisfaction, it is the written expertise which determines

“Your Honour! My client is

the case-success ratio of a

innocent,

lawyer.

in-

of

Haiku). The principles of
‘constrained writing’ for mediation memorandums can
help achieve brevity and
clarity in ADR communications. Some of the criteria
for

a

self-induced

con-

strained writing which a

lawyer shall keep in mind
while formulating mediation
briefs are listed below with
brief explanation:

in the legal profession. Howev-

upon writing and drafting art.

therefore,

technique

stead of raising voice, the

Summary of Facts:
An excellent memo summarizes

facts

effectively,

accurately and completely.
Mark Twain once told his
acquaintance in one of his
letters: “I would have written a shorter letter, but I did

opposing counsel should

According to Jay Harrington

not have the time.” In es-

improve his arguments”,

who is a Business Coach for

sence, writing through the

the scene ends as the

lawyers, the most effective tool

process of distillation while

lawyer proclaims his clos-

for enhancing writing skills is to

keeping all the influential

ing

use a literary tool of penman-

factors alive is an art. Pre-

ship imposing rules and re-

cise writing is taught in

Page 9

statement

fervently
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schools and colleges to foster

ther argumentation. It is nei-

the past, the better prepared

the same notion. Things lose

ther harsh nor hush yet prop-

you are for the future,” a say-

their interest when prolonged.

agates the author’s claim to

ing correctly narrated by The-

Thus, brevity indeed is the

be right. Establishing trust

odore Roosevelt. It is perti-

soul of wit. Always outline

and credibility by showing an

nent for the author to give a

your facts by keeping them

emotional side can persuade

history of negotiations al-

crispy and easily digestible.

your audience in your desira-

ready done so that the medi-

ble direction.

ator has an idea of the cir-

Application of Law

cumstances

Mediation briefs are much

which

have

Open-ended Invitation for

caused the settlement to fail.

Negotiations

It is better to give account of

lighter on the legal aspects of

self-serving details of negoti-

the dispute as compared to

A writer shall invite the op-

other litigatory petitions and

posing side for further negoti-

memos. However, it is always

ations by proposing an offer

Assessment of Obstacles

advisable to include legal pro-

that has room for conces-

and Exposure

visions which could give an

sions and compromises. This

overview to the mediator and

can be set up by the tone and

the parties for gauging the

language of the memoran-

repercussions involved. In-

dum which shows willingness

stead

a

for discussion, either explicitly

lengthy legal argument, point-

or implicitly. The negotiator

ing to a relevant case-law can

must reach the settlement as

help your case constructively.

a problem-solving avenue ra-

of

constructing

ther than a legally opponent
Persuasiveness for Dispute
Resolution
An influential memorandum is
assertive without inviting furVolume 2, Issue 15

jargon.

ations in the confidential part.

An advocate should let the
mediator know about the realistic

assessment

of

the

roadblocks in the way of final
agreement. The mediator can
only help in letter and spirit if
he knows the hidden obstacles and the underlying vul-

nerabilities of his parties. Expressing the exposure for

Narration of Negotiations

your client can produce an

History

emotional touch, which in

“The more you know about

turn persuades the mediator
Page 10
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for the best viable solution.

but also propagate the most

priorities of the legal industry

Thus, vulnerability is a double

efficient model draft for medi-

in resolving disputes. From

-edged sword so you should

ation memos. Unlike arbitra-

virtual

make sure to harness its

tion and adjudication, media-

(Online Dispute Resolution),

power in your favour.

tion does not have any institu-

the written submissions have

tional model memorandum.

acquired a pivotal role in the

There

determination

Viability of Settlement
Proposals

are

myriad

articles

hearings

to

of

ODR

a

final

which give some guidance on

award/judgement. Therefore,

It is a great advantage to as-

the recommendatory qualities

it is high time for the law pro-

sist in the mediation proce-

of such memorandums, but

fessionals to level-up in their

dure. Proposing at least one

there is no definite blueprint

writing expertise.

offer in the public brief shows

available for the mediation

a willingness to resolve the

lawyers. This lack of a model

dispute. Similarly, it is also

draft also has the bright side

advisable to include some al-

as it gives a free-hand crea-

ternative

the

tive opportunity to lawyers

TO: XYZ

closed part so that the media-

who can alter their memos as

FROM: Maroof Rafique

tor can tap into substitute

per their needs. However, a

RE: The FULGORA-HB Me-

sources in the hour of need.

general exemplary memoran-

diation

A settlement strategy which

dum can still assist newly me-

DATE:

arises organically without be-

diation entrants. Therefore,

ing monolithically biased to-

for reference, a mediation

wards the author’s disposition

brief

can change the tide for the

HERE with the application of

lished

outcome.

each of the abovementioned

years ago, Fulgora Motors,

principles.

to develop a major presence

strategies in

sample

is

available

Memorandum

April 10, 2021

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
My client, Ava Kenn estaba

start-up

venture

in the upcoming age of the

Hence, the criteria mentioned

electric vehicles (EV’s). She

above not only foster con-

In conclusion, the COVID-19

scious legal writing expertise

pandemic has realigned the

Page 11

Model Draft For Mediation

gathered

an

outstanding
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team of engineers and techni-

the contract price of €100,000

size and configuration of

cians with a start-up money

and

the battery, different place-

of €15,000,000 business and

Prototype’ design for its A-

ment

€2,000,000

Powered EV’s.

charging interface, and in-

personal

loan.

Fulgora aspired to win one of
the three places in the incentive

money

€50,000,000

award
under

of

EU-EV

Grant Competition for clean
energy initiatives.
Fulgora

weighed

started

building

‘A-

In late 2009, India enacted
strict regulations limiting the
cadmium import for its inherent
radiations making the delivery
of A-Power batteries nearly
impossible.

After

discussing

of

terminals

and

crease in recharging time.
A major retrofit and reconfiguration of Fulgora’s APrototype was made to adjust the new battery. Despite all these efforts, Ful-

gora failed to secure any

several

the situation, a ‘contract modi-

power alternatives for batter-

fication’ was made where HB

ies to meet the judgement cri-

offered to provide ‘X-Power’

teria of EU grant. They found

batteries (NiMH/lithium-ion hy-

that lithium-ion batteries were

brid) at nearly double contrac-

too expensive whereas NiMH

tual price of €175,000. HB as-

batteries lacked power. Hy-

sured Fulgora that the X-

derabad

Company

Power battery size and perfor-

(HB) from India produced the

mance would be sufficiently

leading contender, A-Power

similar to the A-Power batter-

Now Fulgora intends to sue

batteries, with a blend of lithi-

ies and the developmental

HB for the breach of con-

um, NiMH and NiCad. ‘A-

work of Fulgora’s A-Prototype

tract claiming damages for

Power’ had prominent fea-

will not go in vain.

€12,500,000 and refusing

Battery

tures of quick charging, rapid
acceleration and better mile-

age range, all competent for
the grant. After initial testing,
Fulgora placed an order for
fifty HB “A-Power” batteries at

Page 12

In January 2010, when HB
sent its X-Power battery prototype, Fulgora engineers were
dismayed to find various downgradings including decrease in
power output, modifications in

grant landing fifth in the
competition. The letter informing Fulgora of this consequence referred specifically to the “near-misses
with

respect

price,

to

overall

convenience

and

range.”

shipment of new batteries.
Alternatively,

HB

asserts

that it has lived upto its
contractual obligations and
X-Power is an adequate
substitute for A-Power bat-

Volume 2, Issue 15
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teries. Therefore, it demands

Standard, the present case

grant which my client lost

the payment of fifty new bat-

contract modification consti-

by ‘near-misses’ due to the

teries’ shipment within 30

tutes

contract.

contractual breach. Similar-

days.

Hereby, the breach of contract

ly, Article 74 of CISG also

attracts both actual damages

determines the damages

as well as consequential dam-

for breach of contract as a

Although the force majeure

ages under Section 73 of Indi-

sum equal to the loss, in-

clause is not applicable being

an Contract Act, 1872. As per

cluding loss of profit, suf-

undetermined in the contract,

the territorial law, HB will have

fered by the other party as

yet the doctrine of frustration

to pay €2,500,000 for reputa-

a

under Section 56 of Indian

tional damage, €5,000,000 for

breach. Hence, the legal

Contract Act, 1872 also fa-

the resources exhausted to

analysis put HB in a vulner-

vours my client. In many case

develop

and

able position for which Ful-

precedents while elaborating

€5,000,000 for expected two-

gora offers a friendly way

the term ‘commercial impossi-

year

out.

bility’, the courts found that

€12,500,000. Moreover, Article

unforeseen costs or difficulty

25 to be read with Article 35(2)

of performance is no excuse

(c) under United Nations Con-

to frustrate the contract. In

vention on Contracts for the

The contract between the

present scenario, HB could

International Sale of Goods

parties contains a multi-

have relocated its business to

(CISG) provides that a breach

layered dispute resolution

provide the contractually de-

of contract committed by one

clause.

termined A-Power batteries.

of the parties is fundamental if

part has come to an end as

Therefore, unprofitable trans-

it results in such detriment to

the final settlement offer of

actions to perform the con-

the other party as substantially

Fulgora

tract does not provide any

to deprive him of what he is

was neither accepted nor

justifications.

entitled to expect under the

counter-offered by HB. Now

Under Rule 15.20 of Interna-

contract. Fulgora has contract-

the parties must try every

tional

ed with HB keeping in view the

attempt to resolve the issue

judgement criteria of EU-EV

in

LEGAL ANALYSIS

Page 13

Financial

Reporting

a

sale

separate

A-Prototype,
profits,

totalling

consequence

of

the

DISPUTE RESOLUTION
PROTOCOL

The

at

mediation,

negotiations

€11,500,000

otherwise

Volume 2, Issue 15
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there will be the final arbitra-

my client wants to collaborate

want to be on the hostile

tion under UNCITRAL rules

with HB for a mutual arrange-

side of HB. My client wants

within 90 days.

ment. Fulgora is in a tough sit-

a forward-looking relation-

uation where we have lost not

ship with HB where both

only the grant but also our re-

could benefit from the rising

CONSEQUENCES OF MEDI-

sources and money to build A-

economic boon of India.

ATION FAILURE

Prototype. My client needs

We are open to any better

If both parties do not reach a

money to pay for the bank loan

win-win situations from the

settlement in this mediation,

and finance the development

opposing

they will have to arbitrate for-

of X-Prototype. Thus, we pro-

both parties can move for-

mally under UNCITRAL rules

pose a cooperative dealership

ward profitably!

where no informal and amica-

strategy.

See Appendix A for ‘Timeline of

ble interaction between the

HB

parties would be possible.

€15,000,000 (€10,000,000 for

Moreover, appointment of ar-

bank loan and €5,000,000 for

bitrator, costs and place of

X-Prototype development) as

arbitration, unenforceable na-

an investment loan with the

Sample Confidentiality

ture of award in foreign juris-

supply of X-Power batteries at

Disclaimer

dictions, and delay in pro-

the manufacturing price for

ceedings due to existing pan-

The document hereinafter

now. In return, Fulgora will

demic can really exhaust both

and the information in it is

share 50% distribution profit

parties’ time and resources.

provided in confidence for

for the EV dealerships around

Therefore, keeping in mind

the mediator eyes only with

the globe. After the fulfilment

the situation, my client wants

the sole purpose of having

of investment loan, HB will

to offer a win-win situation

a successful mediation be-

share 20% distribution profits

where

tween Fulgora Motors and

for an additional year. This is

Hyderabad Battery Compa-

similar to an offer granted by

ny, and may not be dis-

EU-EV Grant Competition.

closed to any third party or

In conclusion, Fulgora do not

used for any other purpose

both

parties

could

friendly further their relations.
SETTLEMENT OFFER
Instead of suing for damages,
Page 14

will

pay

a

total

of

counsel

where

Events’.
See Appendix B for ‘Legal Provisions’.
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without the express written

in technology that would have

Fulgora is willing for work-

permission of the disclosing

won the grant but for HB’s fail-

ing together – maybe even

party.

ure to deliver a battery similar

merging or relocating some

in function and price to the A-

of our operations to India

Power. Fulgora argued at the

as we are unsure as if my

Fulgora-HB Mediation

settlement meeting that the

client will be able to find an-

NEGOTIATIONS HISTORY

battery was substantially differ-

other reliable source of bat-

ent than the one promised. HB

teries.

After giving the notice to HB
for its intent to pursue a
claim, both parties met and
attempted to negotiate a resolution. HB demanded payment for the X-Power batteries and disclaimed any responsibility for Fulgora’s dam-

argued that it was as close as
possible given the cadmium

restrictions. Fulgora’s last offer
was to accept €11,500,000.
HB did not counter-offer and
the initial meeting broke up
with no agreement.

ages. HB indicated that it

CLIENT INTERESTS AND

would accept a previously de-

CONCERNS

termined

payment

of

My client has following inter-

€100,000 in return for a full

ests and concerns to resolve

release of all claims of liabil-

this dispute:

ity, and it would then waive
any claims it had to recover
for damage to its reputation.
Fulgora, on the other hand,
insisted that it was entitled to
its

entire

request

of

€12,500,000 as all its efforts
had gone for naught, and because its investment resulted
Page 15

My client sees a lot of risk
in the arbitration where an
arbitrator might render an
award

in

favor

of

HB.

Therefore, she hopes to
find a way to settle the
claim without having to arbitrate.
OBSTACLES AND EXPO-

SURE
Fulgora

has

ex-

hausted a lot of its re-

Fulgora wants to contribute in

sources and time for the

a meaningful way to the reduc-

development

tion of emissions.

Prototype. From substantial

My client is open to keep a re-

lationship with HB. India is
clearly on the rise, and we do
not want a reputation for being
too aggressive.

salaries

to

of

A-

equipment’s

rental fees, my client is facing financial constraints to
pursue her passion which
has made her depressed.
Firstly, Fulgora has to reVolume 2, Issue 15
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pay a total bank loan of

will provide A-Power batteries

In short, Ms. Ava has

€15,000,000, out of which we

for the A-Prototype. HB will

asked for your coopera-

can only pay €5,000,000 at

preferably get the dealership

tion and support which

the time given the circum-

profits, and if not, Fulgora is

can answer her concerns

stances. Moreover, if the time

open to negotiate market share

in a collective profitable

and money spent on the A-

values with HB. In return, HB

manner. Looking forward

Prototype comes to nothing, it

will pay €10,000,000 for the

for the success of this

will not only damage Ful-

bank loan.

mediation!

gora’s reputation in scientific
community but will also repel

talented future employees. All
this situation has made my
client

vulnerable,

and

we

want a mutually beneficial
way out of this pickle.
ALTERNATIVE SETTLEMENT OFFERS

MERGER STRATEGY: My client is open to negotiate shareholdings of up to 40% in the
company if HB pays a total of
€15,000,000 (€10,000,000 for
bank loan and €5,000,000 for X
-Prototype development) with
the supply of X-Power batteries
at the original prices.

If the cooperative dealership

Moreover, a joint press release

strategy fails where HB will

or a publication of an article in

have no shareholder rights

the global journal with the help

and entire control of the firm

of PR department of HB will not

will be in my client’s hands,

only address my client’s con-

Fulgora proposes following

cerns for her reputation in the

strategies to be tapped upon

scientific community but will al-

in failing times:

so foster HB’s connections in

RELOCATION

STRATEGY:

the business world.

Fulgora can move some of its
operations to India where HB
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“Timeline of Events”
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A Guide For Effective Mediation
Memorandum Writing
Appendix B
“Legal Provisions”

Rule 15.20 IFRS: A contract
modification should be treated as a separate contract for
accounting purposes when
both of the criteria below are
satisfied:

contract, to be likely to result
from the breach of it.

the scope of the contract increases because of the addition of promised goods or services that are distinct; and

Compensation for failure to
discharge obligation resembling those created by contract: When an obligation resembling those created by
contract has been incurred and
has not been discharged, any
person injured by the failure to
discharge it is entitled to receive the same compensation
from the party in default, as if
such person had contracted to
discharge it and had broken
his contract.

the price of the contract increases by an amount of consideration that reflects the entity’s stand-alone selling prices of the additional promised
goods or services.

Section 73 of Contract Act,
1872: Compensation for loss
or damage caused by breach
of contract---- When a contract has been broken, the
party who suffers by such
breach is entitled to receive,
form the party who has broken the contract, compensation for any loss or damage
caused to him thereby, which
naturally arose in the usual
course of things from such
breach, or which the parties
knew, when they made the

Page 18

Such compensation is not to
be given for any remote and
indirect loss of damage sustained by reason of the breach.

Explanation: In estimating the
loss or damage arising from a
breach of contract, the means
which existed of remedying the
inconvenience caused by nonperformance of the contract
must be taken into account.

Article 25 of CISG: A breach
of contract committed by one
of the parties is fundamental if
it results in such detriment to
the other party as substantially

to deprive him of what he is
entitled to expect under the
contract, unless the party in
breach did not foresee and
a reasonable person of the
same kind in the same circumstances would not have
foreseen such a result.
Article 35 of CISG: (1) The
seller must deliver goods
which are of the quantity,
quality and description required by the contract and
which are contained or packaged in the manner
required by the contract.
(2) Except where the parties have agreed otherwise,
the goods do not conform
with the contract unless
they: (a) are fit for the purposes for which goods of
the same description would
ordinarily be used; (b) are
fit for any particular purpose expressly or impliedly
made known to the seller at
the time of the conclusion
of the contract, except
where the circumstances
show that the buyer did not
rely, or that it was unreaVolume 2, Issue 15

ADR VIEWS
sonable for him to rely, on the
seller’s skill and judgement;
(c) possess the qualities of
goods which the seller has
held out to the buyer as a
sample or model; (d) are contained or packaged in the
manner usual for such goods
or, where there is no such
manner, in a manner adequate to preserve and protect
the goods.

(3) The seller is not liable under subparagraphs (a) to (d)
of the preceding paragraph
for any lack of conformity of
the goods if, at the time of the
conclusion of the contract, the
buyer knew or could not have
been unaware of such lack of
conformity
Article 74 of CISG: Damages for breach of contract by
one party consist of a sum
equal to the loss, including
loss of profit, suffered by the
other party as a consequence
of the breach. Such damages
may not exceed the loss
which the party in breach
foresaw or ought to have
foreseen at the time of the
conclusion of the contract, in
the light of the facts and matters of which he then knew or
ought to have known, as a

A Guide For Effective Mediation
Memorandum Writing
possible consequence of the
breach of contract.

Join AIADR
and be part of
the Scholarly
Fraternity!

How do you rate this
Article?
Any updates in your
jurisdiction?
● Express your opinion on this

Article, to be published in
Reader’s Column

● Create a Blog on AIADR

Website to invite further
debate

All critique and constructive
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Book Review: The Investor-State
Dispute Settlement System:
Reform, Replace or Status Quo?
towards ISDS, each tempered

place the terminated IIA

by a wide range of national ex-

with a fresh instrument.

periences (or grievances) of

This arguably reflects a

the system. It is here that the

growing push by certain

value proposition of 'The In-

States away from ISDS and

vestor-State

Settle-

brings to the fore the ques-

ment System: Reform, Re-

tion of whether the existing

place

ISDS system should be re-

Dispute
or

Status

Quo?' (Anderson and Beau-

About the Authors
Lim Tse Wei,
An Associate in Herbert
Smith Freehills and Fellow
of the Chartered Institute of
Arbitrators.

Why do States approach
investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS) and its reforms in the way they do?
If anything, past decades
have demonstrated that
there is no single explanation for the attitudinal
differences across State
Page 20

formed, replaced or simply

mont (eds); Nov 2020) be-

be maintained as is.

comes clear. The publication

The

presents a timely recognition

engages with this theme. It

that the current ISDS frame-

devotes five chapters, each

work can be improved, but that

exploring how attitudes in

reform efforts need to tread

different

and understand complex cul-

gions have changed to-

tural differences.

wards ISDS and in doing

The ISDS system has faced a

so,

trying history. Although the

from frequent users of the

number of international invest-

system to wary respondent

ment agreements ("IIA") has

States. This offers a spec-

generally grown in the last

trum of possible routes to

decade (with 3,360 IIAs as at

reform ISDS and case stud-

end 2020), the number of IIA

ies relevant to the ongoing

terminations was almost dou-

work of the UNCITRAL's

ble the number of newly con-

Working Group III on the

cluded IIAs within that year. Of

subject. Notably, Chapter 2

these terminations, it was only

(Venetia Argyropoulou) dis-

in 16% of cases that the con-

sects one of the most sig-

tracting States elected to re-

nificant reform proposals

publication

critically

geographic

offering

re-

perspectives
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thus far – the European Com-

ing into account the realities of

sions where States have

mission's proposed replace-

stakeholders.

been granted a right to

ment of the existing ISDS sys-

The authors provide critical

tem with a multilateral investment court – and forecasts of
its operation. Chapter 6 (Kiran
Nasir Gore and Charles H.
Camp) then offers an interesting counterproposition of how
the new United States-Mexico

-Canada Agreement is an example of effective ISDS reform. This shows that adaptation, rather than an outright
replacement of the ISDS system may be the answer to existing criticisms.

many significant themes falling within the ongoing reform
studies of UNCITRAL's Working Group III: (1) concerns
pertaining to consistency, copredictability

correctness

of ISDS awards. In Chapter 7,
Professor Margie-Lys Jaime
suggests how the creation of a
multilateral court of appeal
could serve to enhance coherence and consistency in ISDS
jurisprudence without introducing paradigmatic shifts in the
existing systemic architecture.
Her suggestion supplements
the array of options laid out by
Ameyavikrama

Thanvi

in

Chapter 1 to improve the scru-

The book also grapples with

herence,

perspectives on the outcomes

of

and

arbitral

awards; (2) concerns pertain-

tiny of ISDS awards.
Notably, the publication also
dissects perceived inequities
arising from (im) practicalities
of ISDS. Chapter 11 (Dr Shahrizal M. Zin) argues that the
inability of States to assert
counterclaims against investor-

ing to arbitrators and decision

claimants gives rise to access

makers; (3) concerns pertain-

to justice concerns within in

ing to the cost and duration of

the present ISDS system. Fol-

ISDS cases; and (4) not tak-

lowing a survey of ISDS deci-
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mount

counterclaims, he

offers several proposals to
bridge the gap in the ability
of States to present counterclaims, including model
consent and right to regulate provisions that States
should consider inserting in

future

IIAs.

Third

party

funding issues are also
brought to the fore in this
publication.

Chapters

13

(Professor Victoria Shannon

Sahani)

and

14

(Brooke S. Güven, Frank J.
Garcia, Karl M.F. Lockhart

and Michael R. Garcia) discuss how third-party funding ("TPF") can help overcome financial access to
justice disparities that exist
in ISDS and in tandem,
what role arbitration rules
can play to regulate TPF.
Alongside these analyses
are helpful proposals to
finetune

TPF

for

ISDS,

such as making respondVolume 2, Issue 15
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Book Review: The Investor-State
Dispute Settlement System:
Reform, Replace or Status Quo?

ents more attractive to for-

the authors' proposed changes

States towards

profit dispute financiers, pub-

to core definitions and terms of

courts and State-to-State

lic

respondent

the ECT to ensuring effective

led mechanisms in design-

States, enticing financiers to

neutrality are timely and nec-

ing models for ISDS.

expand their case selection

essary discussions.

For completeness, the pub-

criteria, renegotiating invest-

Due recognition is also given

lication also dedicates two

ment treaties, changing juris-

in Chapters 15 (Kinda Moham-

chapters

dictional language in the ma-

adieh) and 16 (Dr Herman Ver-

provements to post-award

jor arbitration rules and creat-

bist) to the increasing attrac-

processes in ISDS. Chapter

ing a permanent investment

tiveness and viability of media-

19 (Ankita Ratwik and Mar-

tion as an alternative means to

ryum Kahloon) picks up on

I was particularly keen to read

resolve

dis-

a growing industry concern

Chapter 12 (Guillermo Garcia

putes. In particular, Dr Verbist

of tactical abuses of the IC-

-Perrote and Ella Wisniewski)

highlights the potential of the

SID annulment to delaying

which examined how ISDS,

recent Singapore Convention

the enforcement of ISDS

as provided for under the En-

on Mediation, supplemented

awards. Great appreciation

ergy Charter Treaty (ECT),

by the proposed introduction of

should go to both authors

could be a vehicle to promote

the ICSID Mediation Rules, to

for their extensive 20-page

renewable energy production.

address the apparent historic

study of notable annulment

This builds upon their study

disinclination of States to me-

decisions and the length of

showing that approximately

diate investor-State disputes.

time taken for annulment

54% ISDS claims initiated un-

Ms Mohamadieh supplements

decisions to be rendered.

der the ECT to date were

this analysis by underscoring

The book ends with a dis-

commenced by investors in

the roles of domestic courts

cerning proposal in Chapter

the renewable energy sector

and State-to-State-led mecha-

20 (Dr Brian McGarry) of

despite its perceived inclina-

nisms in resolving investor-

how the New York Conven-

tion towards fossil fuel-based

State

Readers

tion can be used to en-

investments. Paired with re-

should take note of her study

hance the enforceability of

cent calls for greener energy,

of the growing openness of

ISDS awards.

funding

of

court.
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investor-State

disputes.

domestic

examining
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Although its incredible volume
commands

admiration,

the

publication appears to have
missed an opportunity to address certain key debates,
including

the

apparent

opaqueness of ISDS proceedings which has often incited significant public resistance against IIAs in the

recent decade.
That said, the publication is a
deftly grapples with topical
debates that lie at the heart of
rapidly moving reform discussions, both in UNCITRAL and
elsewhere. The authors have,
with great appreciation, compiled a useful compendium

Like to share your story?

that offers readers a quick
guide through years of critical

☺

Create your own Blog at
http://aiadr.world ; for
everyone to know!

☺

Submit news of interest
from your jurisdictions for
all to know!

☺

Write scholarly articles
for the AIADR Journal!

☺

All readers and members
are welcome to
contribute!

debates on ISDS reform. I
have no hesitation in recommending the title as a valuable addition to any ISDS li-

brary.
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Varun Hinge,

Institute of Law, Nirma University,
India
work. They were very en-

Woo and Wan Yng's metic-

couraging

motivated

ulous instruction. I'm going

me to try harder. One of the

to miss our coffee sessions

most

a lot!

and

important

skills

I

learned here is the im-

Today is my last day as an

portance

teamwork.

AIADR intern. I'd want to

Aside from that, I learn a lot

express my gratitude to

from the other Malaysian

Datuk Prof. Sundra Rajoo

interns, who are both kind

and Ms. Heather for per-

and hardworking. In addi-

mitting me to join this great

tion, I got so many chances
Becoming a member of AI-

team. My stay at AIADR

here to explore topics that

ADR

life-

has enhanced my life, and

are brand new to me and

changing experience. Every-

gained a global perspective

one here is incredibly pleas-

ence for the rest of my ca-

from these experiences.

reer. I'll keep these pre-

Since India and Malaysia

cious memories close to

were

my heart. I hope I meet all

Internship Period:
01/09/2021 till 30/11/2021

has

been

a

ant to me, and they are always willing to help and
guide me. I'd want to express
my

heartfelt

gratitude

to

Charlotte Woo, one of my

supervisors, and Wan Yng,
one of my good friends. I collaborated closely with Charlotte and Wan Yng, and they
were very supportive of my
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of

having

travel

re-

I will cherish this experi-

strictions due to covid-19,

of

the only way I could have

again at some point in the

done an internship at AI-

future. Thank you, AIADR,

ADR was through an online

and everyone on this team!

virtual mode. I couldn't have

I congratulate our AIADR

completed

on its continued success!

my

internship

the

Secretariat

without Ms. Heather's coffee sessions and Charlotte
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AIADR PAST EVENTS
DUBAI ARBITRATION WEEK 2021
WEBIINAR ON “BLENDING AI INTO THE SCENE OF ADR”
16TH NOVEMBER 2021

The webinar was delivered via Zoom
webinar with the moderation of Dr Emmy
Latifah, Professor of International Law at
Universitas Sebelas Maret (UNS).
The speakers of the event were Dr. Christopher To, Internationally Accredited Mediator, Barrister-at-Law, Mr. Muthupandi
Ganesan, Arbitrator and Mediator, Barrister-at– Law & Advocate, and Professor Li
Tao, Associate Professor in Law Habei
University of Economics and Business
Law School.

On 16th November 2021, AIADR has successfully hosted an event during the Dubai
Arbitration Week 2021 organized by the
Dubai Arbitration Week Organizing Committee. AIADR had successfully organized
the webinar on “Blending AI into the scene
of ADR”.

On the special event, Datuk Prof Sundra
Rajoo, President of AIADR and Dato’ Quek
Ngee Meng, Vice President of AIADR, delivered the opening and closing remark
speech, respectively.
Volume 2, Issue 15
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AIADR PAST EVENTS
DUBAI ARBITRATION WEEK 2021
WEBIINAR ON “BLENDING AI INTO THE SCENE OF ADR”
16TH NOVEMBER 2021

The webinar provided concrete insights and potential anticipation that one should be ready to receive and embrace on the futuristic technology era. The webinar aims to inspire the legal practitioners and non-legal practitioners to expand their vision, to anticipate and appreciate the potential opportunities that A. I. will bring in near future and also it will establish a platform connecting young
legal practitioners, experienced personnel and organisations from non-legal industries to create networking opportunities.
AIADR is thankful for the opportunity to participate in the Dubai Arbitration Week 2021 and look forward to more collaborative opportunities in the near future!
To watch the recording of this webinar, please click HERE !
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AIADR PAST EVENTS
AIADR YOUTUBE SERIES
“Settling Disputes in Construction Industry: A Practical Guide to
Mediation”
20TH SEPTEMBER 2021

AIADR presented 6 episodes of You Tube
series in Settling Disputes in Construction
Industry: A Practical Guide to Mediation
by AIADR, released on every Monday
starting

from

20th

September

2021.

In knowing the numerous obstacles faced
by contractors during this pandemic, this
series aims to raise Mediation awareness
especially in the construction industry.
AIADR member speakers that are experienced in Mediation field were invited to
give their insights on how Mediation and
Negotiation works in construction disputes.

In addition to that, we had role play episodes that are guided by experts to
demonstrate how it works in practice as
well.

Subscribe our YouTube channel now and check out the six series, if have missed it!
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AIADR PAST EVENTS
AIADR SUPPORTED THE LAW FORUM ON GLOBAL CENTRAL LEGAL SERVICES
DISTRICT CONSTRUCTION AND DOING BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT OPTIMIZATION
UNDER THE 4TH CHINA INTERATIONAL IMPORT EXPO

7TH NOVEMBER 2021

AIADR supported the Law Forum on Global Central Legal Services Districts Construction
and Doing Business Environment Optimization, affiliated to the 4th China International
Import Expo, organized by ICDPASO.
Datuk Prof Sundra Rajoo, President of AIADR delivered a speech delving on the
“Emergence of Malaysia as a Destination of International Commercial Dispute Resolution
and the Importance of the Government Support to Attract Users”.
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AIADR PAST EVENTS
AIADR AS SUPPORTING ORGANISATION “FIRST ASIA VIS PRE MOOT
7TH OCTOBER 2021

Launching ceremony of the First Asia Pacific Vis Pre Moot 2022.
The AIADR President, Datuk Prof. Sundra Rajoo delivered the introductory speech for the
event.
The ideology behind this moot is to step out of the ordinary and provide an exposure for
holistic development and learning.
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AIADR PAST EVENTS
AIADR AS ENDORSEMENT PARTNER
“7TH MANIPAL RANKA INTERNATIONAL MOOT COURT COMPETITION
2ND– 3RD OCTOBER 2021
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AIADR UPCOMING EVENTS
26-28th November 2021
Jembar Annual Global Model United Nations 2021, Forum organised by UKM UNEJ MUN
Club, JAGOMUN 2021. On behalf of AIADR, Dr. Emmy Latifah is joining as speaker for the esteemed event.
Check out our social media for further updates.

6th December 2021
Online Global Classroom on Dispute Resolution in Construction During Pandemic organised by Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, (UTM) . The speakers of the event are Datuk Prof Sundra
Rajoo, President AIADR and Dr. Seng Hansen from Podomoro University.
Check out our social media for more updates.

9th December 2021
Webinar on Enhancing Arbitration Friendly Jurisdiction in Nigeria: Thematic Interplay of
Government, Arbitrator Institutions and the Users organised by Regional Centre for International Commercial Arbitration LAGOS .

AIADR President, Datuk Prof Sundra Rajoo will be delivering a speech on “How did Asian International Arbitration Centre and Kuala Lumpur become a leading Asian arbitration Centre”
For further details, check out our social media.

28th January 2021
10th Annual Arbitration and Investment Summit– Caribbean, Latin America and Other
Emerging Markets 2022 – Arbitration and Investment: What are We Learning from the
Pandemic? the summit organised by Peter D. Maynard Counsel and Attorneys, legal firm in Bahamas and AIADR as the supporting organiser.
Further details will be updated in our social media.
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INVITATION TO JOIN OUR CORPORATE MEMBERSHIP
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AIADR UPDATES

HOW TO APPLY?
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AIADR UPDATES

ADVERTISEMENTS

Inviting Corporate Members!
SPACE RESERVED FOR
CORPORATE MEMBERS

Be seen and enhance your presence as ADR Services User,
Provider or Supporter!
Applications from organisations for Corporate Memberships are
invited under the following groups:


Platinum Members :

Users of ADR Services



Gold Members

:

Arbitral Institutions and ADR /
Legal Services Providers



Silver Members

:

Educational Institutions



Ordinary Members :

All Other Corporates

Contact us at thesecretariat@aiadr.world for enquiries on
Corporate memberships, advertisements and sponsorships!
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Promoting global trade and delivering excellence in Alternative
Dispute Resolution!
The Secretariat
Asian Institute of Alternative Dispute Resolution
(AIADR)
No.28-1, Medan Setia 2
Bukit Damansara
50490, Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia
Tel. No : (+60) 3 2300 6032
Email : thesecretariat@aiadr.world
URL : https://aiadr.world
That AIADR is a NGO and Members’ Institution!



Subscription funds of the members will be used for AIADR Secretariat activities and operations for the benefit of
its members!



Education, Training and CPD Programs will be affordable and without discrimination!



AIADR will be the Institute for members from all industries and walks of life, including but not limited to lawyers
and legal professionals!



Free from any historical inclinations, but for the future generations to come!



Affordable, Independent, Accessible, Desirable and Resourceful!

ADR Centurion is the bimonthly Newsletter of AIADR containing contributions from individual authors, for distribution to the
members of AIADR, ADR practitioners, professionals from trade & industry and associated organizations. The constructive
feedback and comments from the readers are most welcome!

Next Cut-off Date for Submission of Contributions:
1. For Newsletter : 15 January 2022
2. For Journal

: 1 February 2022

Direct your queries to aiadr.editor@aiadr.world.

